Video 1

SATA CLASS
Study Guide

1. What is a paradigm?
2. Wealth in the US as compared to other countries.
3. How much per hour do you need to make to be wealthy by the world’s standards?
4. The instructor, Jim, experience learning about poverty.
5. How much would all your stuff need to be worth to be in the top 25% of people in the world?
6. Standard of living of the bottom 10% in the US compared to many other countries.
7. What money cannot buy.
8. Facts about being grateful.
9. The overall message in the “corny” video.
Video 2
1. Is shoplifting theft?
2. If you steal over $500 but less than $1,000, what crime level is it in Minnesota?
3. If you steal an old shotgun that is only worth $100, what crime level is it?
4. Do people steal more than they need?
5. Most damaging type of shoplifter.
6. Do people who feel they are poor steal items to give away as gifts?
7. What did Jim say parents should think twice about letting their kids do?
8. What did the old woman do before her jump out of the airplane?
9. Do people who have addictions become boosters?
10. Kleptomaniacs – small percentage – very rare or not so rare?
11. What did the guy in the video try to steal by shoving it down his pants?
12. What wrestling hold did the store owner use another time? (show hosts talk about it)
13. The guy walking backwards was stealing what?
14. Understand how a Decision Tree works.
Video 3
1. The video was made in what country?
2. Name of the documentary?
3. What is the first name of the doctor (therapist) who had a shoplifting problem?
4. What do stores call losses due to shoplifting?

5. Are employees a big theft problem for stores?
6. What is a booster?
7. Why are boosters so dangerous to stores?
8. The Florida Sheriff’s name?
9. How do stores track some stolen items?
10. What thing did the hidden camera look like?
11. Can all recovered and unopened items be put back on the shelf at the store?
12. What was the young man with the guitar going to do for a job?
13. How stupid is it to pretend to steal something?
14. What did the man steal after trying to return it?
15. What punishment did the judge give the lady who stole from Walmart?
16. Where would a store put a hidden camera?
17. Was there a list of resources at the end?
18. Jim is just an educator, as far as shoplifting and theft are considered.
19. The class is just educational.

